Abstract In this paper, we present a two-level statistical model for characterizing the stochastic and specific nature of trees. At the low level, we define plantons, which are a group of similar organs, to depict tree organ details statistically. At the high level, a set of transitions between plantons is provided to describe the stochastic distribution of organs. Based on such a tree model, we propose a novel tree modeling approach, synthesizing trees by plantons, which are extracted from tree samples. All tree samples are captured from the real world. We have designed a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm to acquire the two-level statistical tree model from single samples or multi-samples. Experimental results show that our new model is capable of synthesizing new trees with similar, yet visually different shapes.
Introduction
In many applications such as animation production, video game and flight simulation, realistic trees add significant realism to computer-generated scenes. Nevertheless, modeling trees with high fidelity has been an interesting but difficult problem.
In general, ordinary 3D modeling approaches are not efficient for generating realistic trees due to the trees' vast morphology and complex structure. Since Ulam used the cellular automata to simulate branching patterns in 1962 [36] , many tree modeling approaches have been developed. Most of them make use of biological knowledge to either build a parametric model with a few geometric parameters [31, 38] or to develop a set of rules to construct trees procedurally [19, [24] [25] [26] [27] or interactively [2, 18, 38] . These methods are capable of generating various kinds of trees; however, the results heavily rely on the user's biological knowledge and modeling experience. Another modeling technique is based on an inverse-procedure that recovers tree models from photographs [29, 33, 35] . Nevertheless, these solutions aim at resembling trees on photographs rather than at retrieving the botanical principles that can be used to generate new trees.
In this paper, we propose a novel tree modeling approach, efficiently synthesizing trees based on a set of tree samples captured from the real world. We exploit the observation that a tree can be regarded as a composition of some repetitive organs. Moreover, the similarities of organs exist not only within one tree but also across trees of the same species.
Inspired by recent biological research progress [5, 12] , we propose a two-level statistical model to represent trees. At the low level, repetitive organs of similar shapes and branching structure are clustered. Such an organ cluster is called a planton, which is analogous to a texton [15] in the texture image. For each planton, statistical distributions are used to describe details of the organ. At the high level, we assume that the distribution of these clustered organs in a tree, or namely the transitions between plantons, follows the first-order semi-Markov dynamics, which is represented by a transition matrix. With our tree model, the process of modeling new trees is similar to that of synthesizing texture images based on texture sample. However, while texture images are assumed as a two-dimensional spatial distribution, in our approach trees are assumed as a tree-structured temporal distribution.
To capture more faithful tree samples, we use laser scanning and image-based modeling techniques. Unlike previous methods that attempt to recover a complete tree directly, under the statistical assumption, in our model only a portion of a real world tree needs to be recovered, which greatly reduces the cost of the acquisition and pre-processing. Then, a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm is developed to extract the best plantons and their transitions from samples. Once these plantons and their transitions are learnt, they are used to synthesize new trees with statistically similar, yet visually different shapes.
Related work
Tree modeling. Many models and approaches have been proposed to represent and model trees. Ulam [36] employed the concept of cellular automata to build the first tree model. Then Greene made an extension introducing a voxel space [11] . Later, deterministic rules and parametric models were used by Honda [14] to describe trees. Such a parametric branching structure and botanical rules were also used by Aono et al. [10] and Weber et al. [38] . In contrast to deterministic models, stochastic models are proposed in [8, 31, 37] . In these methods, tree structures in terms of probabilities are of one-level and all stochastic parameters are specified manually or artificially, not acquired from real world data. Fractals [7, 21, 23] and rewrite systems [19, 26] use a set of rules and a rewriting mechanism to describe the structure and growth of a plant. To enhance the uncontrollable writing rules, more elaborate L-systems were proposed in succession [25, 27] . Other modeling methods, particle systems [30] , spline skeletons [13] , implicit visualization and inverse modeling technique [9, 10] have also been proposed. Recently, some software, which provides an interactive environment to lessen the efforts of designing the model or the rewriting rules, has been developed [2, 18, 38] . Unlike the above approaches, our new method uses captured samples for modeling and it does not require much biological knowledge or modeling experience on the part of the user.
Capturing real-world trees. Recently, several imagebased modeling approaches have been developed to capture trees from the real world. Tatsumi [33] and Shlyakhter [35] employed plant silhouettes on multi-view images to generate a volume representation of a tree, which is used to guide interactively or procedurally 3D tree modeling. Reche et al. [29] presented another imagebased volumetric representation, in which a tree is represented by a set of grids with view-dependent textures, that are extracted from a few calibrated photographs. Following these previous works, our approach uses either image-based modeling or laser scanning to capture trees. Moreover, the recovered trees are not the modeling results but only as samples for the next analysis.
Textons and the Markov model. Our tree synthesis algorithm is inspired by texture synthesis algorithms. Texton [15] , as a macro structure of an image, has been successfully used to synthesize large size textures [6, 17] . A texture is a combination of textons and the distribution of textons is regarded as a Markov random field. The process of texture synthesis consists of three steps: defining textons, building the distribution graph of the textons, and finally planning an appropriate path in the distribution graph. The Markov model is widely used in speech recognition and synthesis [28] , dynamical systems [32] , video texture [11] and in motion texture [16] . For tree modeling, some biological research [5, 12] pointed out that the architecture of a plant relates to a Markov process.
Tree model
In this paper, we propose a two-level statistical model to depict certain botanical homogeneities of trees of the same species. Such botanical homogeneities are analyzed from tree samples, which are captured from the real world. We first give the mathematical representation of tree samples and then define our tree model.
Sample representation
In our method, the sample may be either a whole tree or a portion of a tree ( Fig. 1(b) ). A tree sample is represented by a pair consisting of an organ set O and an organ connectivity B (Fig. 1(c) ). Corresponding to the tree structure in the real world, O is a partially ordered set of organs and B enumerates all directed connections between any two organs in O. In the tree sample, we assume that there are For each organ in O, a set of parameters s is used to describe the organ's geometry. Similar to the previous To compare the similarity of two organs of the same type, we define a distance metric between two organs o p and o q as
where α k is the weight for the k-th component. The smaller the D(o p , o q ), the more the similar organs o p and o q .
A two-level statistical model
At the low level of our two-level statistical model, a set of plantons is defined to depict similar organs statistically. At the high level, the transitions of plantons are used to describe the stochastic distribution of tree organs. Thus, a kind of tree can be represented by a planton set X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N } together with the transitions of the plantons A (a transition matrix) ( Fig. 1(d) ). Each planton is defined by a triple (L, G, N ), where L is a cluster of organs with similar shape, G is the distribution of the organ's parameters in L, and N is the distribution of the branch number of each organ in L. In practice, we assume that G is a high-dimensional Gaussian distribution and that N adopts a 1D Gaussian distribution.
Under our assumption that the distribution of organs follows the first-order Semi-Markovian dynamics, the planton transition matrix A can be used to represent the growing rule of a tree. Each element a [i, j] in A, a transition, is also defined by a triple ( p, T, Ω). The transition probability, a [i, j] . p, is the likelihood that an organ o whose statistical properties are depicted by planton x i can branch another organ o whose statistical properties are depicted by planton x j .
Similarly, a [i, j] .T and a [i, j] .Ω are, respectively, the distributions of the organ's location t and the growing direction with respect to its parent organ. t is normalized into the interval [0, 1] to represent the relative position.
Fig. 2. Parameters of organs
The above model is equivalent to a directed graph in which each node represents a planton and the weight on each directed arc represents a transition. Similar models have been widely adopted in texture synthesis [6, 17] , video texture [34] and motion textures [16] . In our approach, we further exploit it as the statistical model for tree modeling. Unlike conventional Markov models [4, 28] , we use hybrid transitions, which depend not only on probabilities but also on other statistical features (location and direction distributions).
Overview of our approach
Our approach takes three steps to compose a new tree: (1) Acquiring tree samples from the real world. (2) Analyzing the tree samples to extract the statistical model, the plantons and the transitions of plantons. (3) Synthesizing new trees based on the learnt tree model (Fig. 1 ).
Acquisition
We use two methods to acquire samples from the real world. One is the laser scanning technique for capturing dense depth images of trees. Due to self-occlusion, it is difficult for this method to reconstruct foliage trees automatically. So, alternatively, the interactive image-based modeling technique is employed to reconstruct tree samples based on multiple photographs. In our method, as there is no need to reconstruct an entire tree and some elaborate tools are provided, the amount of user's interactions is acceptable and the time cost on recovering is relatively small. The recovering process is demonstrated in the electronic supplementary material (ESM).
Data from range images
A range camera is used to recover bare trees in winter. For each tree multiple photos of different views are shot. On each view, points with depths on 2D skeletons of stems are automatically extracted and then registered in a global coordinate (Fig. 3(a) ). We take a two-step greedy algorithm to estimate parameters of stems from a registered skeleton points cloud. Firstly, these point clouds are sorted into a tree-structure, named skeleton-tree, by iteratively linking the closest points (Fig. 3(b) ). Then, stems are extracted by fitting points on the skeleton-tree with Bézier curves. This process is conducted progressively, starting from the root, the first stem is created and updated while adjacent points are consequently taken into account. New stems will be created when the fitting error is larger than a threshold (Fig. 3(c) ). Once the points for one stem is clustered, the stem radius is automatically computed from depth images (Fig. 3(d) ). After these automatic steps, some interactions can be performed to adjust stems for better results.
Data from photographs
For foliage trees, we induct user interactions to guide the image-based tree recovering. For each type of organ, different interactive tools are developed to help the user to recover the shape of organs from calibrated photographs. For stems, a contour tracing method [22] is applied to extract their skeletons and radiuses. For leaves and flowers, tools are developed to extract organs' geometry and textures directly, the user only needs to locate their positions and growing directions on images. 
Analyzing
As the same type of organs can be found among all samples of the same species of trees, we conduct an analysis on multiple samples to extract the statistical tree model.
Learning from a single sample
Given a tree sample (O, B) , our approach learns the tree model parameters (X, A) by finding a maximum likelihood solution.
Considering X and A as hidden variables, we adopt the EM algorithm [3] to solve the maximum likelihood problem. All organs in the tree sample are classified by a k-mean algorithm according to the similarity distance metric defined in Sect. 3. In the first step (E-step), the distribution (G, N ) for each organ cluster and the transitions ( p, T, Ω) among clusters are estimated, respectively. In the second step (M-step), according to the estimated distribution (G, N ) and transitions ( p, T, Ω), all organs are reclassified and the clusters are updated. The E-and M-steps are executed repeatedly until the clusters remain unchanged.
E-step
Once the organ clusters {L i |i = 1, . . . , N} are available, each organ cluster is initially regarded as a planton candidate, namely a planton candidate {x i , x i .L = L i }. Thus, the shape distribution G and the branching number distribution N of each candidate can be estimated by a maximum likelihood using Eq. 3,
Moreover, the element a[i, j] in transition matrix A is evaluated by the following formula
a[i, j].T and a[i, j]
.Ω can be obtained in a way similar to the estimation of maximizing the likelihood of G and N .
M-step
When all planton candidates X and the transition matrix A are known, we need to re-classify all organs in organ set O using the obtained parameters. Once given a classification label for organs {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l M }, where o k ∈ x l k .L, according to Eq. 2, the likelihood that the sample is depicted by current classification can be evaluated as follows
P(O, B|X, A) = P(O|X) · P(B| A)
where o p is the parent of o k in the sample. The first term is the probability that o k is depicted by the planton x i , the second term reflects with how much possibility o k can grow from o p under the current planton transitions. Therefore, the optimal re-classification of organs can be derived by maximizing P (O, B|X, A) . , where the k-th organ belongs to the i-th planton. I k (i) is used to represent the label of the planton to achieve H k (i). The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, we use a threshold e max to control whether the statistical properties of an organ can be depicted by a planton. It affects the number of resultant plantons. The greater the e max is, the fewer the resultant plantons are.
·P(b( j, i)|a[ j, i]( p, T, Ω))]
I k (i) = arg max j [H k−1 ( j) * P(o k .s|x i (G, N ))

Final solution
H = max i H M (i) I M = arg max i H M (i) 4. Backtrack the label l k For k = M − 1 to 1 l M = I M , l k = I k+1 (l k+1 ) All
Learning from multi-samples
Given K samples (O 1 , B 1 ), . . . , (O K , B K ) , Eq. 2 can be extended to Fig. 8(a, b, c) ---45 32 Table 1 . Data of recovering and analyzing tree samples from range images The solution for Eq. 6 is similar to Eq. 2 except for a few minor modifications. At each E-step, X and A are estimated from all organs in ∪ K i=1 O i . At each M-step, the classification is derived by maximizing Eq. 5 for each sample (O i , B i ).
Synthesizing
With the learnt plantons and transition matrix, it is efficient to synthesize many new statistically similar trees by randomly sampling from {X, A}. Since our tree model distinguishes the high-level organ distribution (transition matrix A) from the low-level distribution (plantons X), a two-step approach to synthesize new trees is formed. A tree-structure, namely a planton tree, which represents the biological branching structures of a novel tree, is first generated. With the planton tree, organs are then generated for each planton.
Generating a planton tree
We use a recursive algorithm to synthesize planton trees. It starts at the root planton in the planton set X. For the current planton x i , the number of its child planton numbers is specified by x i .N , and each child planton is randomly chosen from the transition matrix; both its position and growing direction are also randomly estimated according to x i .T and x i .Ω. The algorithm is terminated when no new planton can be visited (Fig. 1(e) ).
Generating organs
By traversing the planton tree, a new tree is created. We synthesize one organ at each planton. For each planton x, the parameters of a new organ are evaluated according to the distribution x.G, and an organ o is selected from the Fig. 8(d, e, f) - 24 22 organ cluster x.L such that the organ's parameter o.s best fits the derived parameters. Finally, the geometry of the selected organ is scaled to the appropriate size and is located at the junction between its parent organ and itself ( Fig. 1(f) ). 
Implementation and results
Results of recovering
We used the DeltaSphere TM -3000 3D scene digitizer to scan trees in the real world. For each tree, two to four views were shot. Due to the different complexity of the trees, extracting skeletons, registering skeleton points, building a skeleton tree and automatically recovering stems took about five to ten minutes and an extra two to three hours were spent on interactively adjusting the connections of stems on an Intel Pentium IV 2.4GHz computer with 1GB memory. Table 1 shows the statistics data regarding the recovering of 3D samples shown in Fig. 8(a) , (b) and (c). In our experiments, it took a total of 4 or 5 hours to recover organs from photographs for one sample. Some recovered results are shown in Fig. 7 and more 
Results of learning
Our learning algorithm iteratively clusters organs from given samples. The initial classification is obtained by using a k-mean clustering algorithm. The numbers of learnt plantons are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . In both Tables 1 and 2 , the last row is the number of learnt plantons from three samples. Figure 4 illustrates a few steps of it- 
Results of synthesis
Some steps in synthesis are shown in Fig. 5 and the complete process of synthesis is demonstrated in the ESM. Synthesized parametric organs are converted into meshes and exported to the software 3D Studio Max for final rendering. For stems, a generalized mesh subdivision algorithm [20] is used to achieve natural transitions at the branching locations. Note that textures of the stems are difficult to recover completely from the captured images; we adopt a texture synthesis method to generate textures on meshes [39] based on the recovered texture sample. Figure 6 shows several intermediate meshes in the subdivision and the final textured mesh. Different from the case of stems, the textures for leaves or flowers are directly extracted from images. When rendering leaves, textured polygons are used. For flowers, only the textured bounding boxes are rendered. Figure 8 illustrates the synthesized results with one tree sample or multiple samples. Trees shown in Fig. 8(d) are synthesized from samples in Fig. 8(a) , (b) and (c) and trees in Fig. 8 (h) are synthesized based on Fig. 8(e) ,(f) and (g). Further results of recovering and synthesizing by our method are shown in Fig. 9 . Moreover, a total of 15 and 21 trees of three kinds are synthesized and positioned in the scenes of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , demonstrating the potential of our method for many computer graphic applications.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we propose an automatic analyzing and synthesizing approach for tree modeling. Instead of using external rules and cumbersome parameters, our approach models realistic trees from samples. Automatic algorithms, as well as several interactive tools, are developed to reconstruct tree samples based on either range images or photographs. We use a two-level statistical model to Compared with traditional tree modeling methods, our approach does not require the user to have much biological knowledge and modeling experience. Compared with many image-based plant modeling approaches, our approach is capable of synthesizing new trees efficiently. Considering the complex structure of trees and the limitations of the acquisition techniques, another advantage of our method is that only a portion of a real world tree needed to be recovered, which greatly reduces the cost for capturing trees and obtaining sound synthesized results.
Nevertheless, there are also some limitations of our method due to its statistical feature. As plantons and planton transitions are derived from repetitive organs, if the samples of organs is insufficient, the synthesized results lack variety or fidelity. In our implementation, we use several thresholds to control the recovering and analyzing process to obtain sufficient organs and find enough plantons. We define the minimum organ number M min in a planton to evaluate whether the statistical distribution of the organ is captured, the maximum threshold e max is adopted to classify organs into the plantons, and the minimum eligible planton number N min is used to ensure the statistical properties of the planton distribution. Experimental results show that more than three organs in an eligible planton and more than eight eligible plantons are capable of synthesizing the realistic trees in Fig. 8(h) .
We assume that the transitions of plantons conform to the first-order semi-Markov dynamics, because the first-order model is enough to reflect the statistical properties of trees and is easy to be learned. However, from a biological point of view, it is as yet a simplified assumption. In the future, more elaborate models should be chosen and more work should be done on the statistical representation of trees to produce more complex results. Furthermore, it would be useful to develop a controllable synthesis algorithm so that users can easily design trees to meet their particular requirements.
